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CM-020 December 3, 2009 Attachment 7
"The pleading has not yet been filed and served on the parties listed in item 6 for the following reasons"

I just discovered the CM-015 "Notice of Related Case" I've probably been negligent in filing.
A deputy escorted me out of the Self-Service Center the last time I was there. Without an
explanation. There's all kinds of things no one's told me about.
Because the county still hasn’t provided me with the organisation charts I requested with
unambiguous lines of supervision preferably certified by their original custodian. That I
requested publicly from in my speech last Feb. 10, 2008. Which resulted in my having to spend
a considerable amount of time on this one last night (which County Counsel never told me
about when I asked them why they weren't defending him)..
I discovered it just last night: December 1, 2009 7:30pm
James T. Beall, Jr., Chair
Board of Supervisors
February 28, 2006
…
"announced resignation of Robert Sillen, Executive Director, Health and Hospital System, effective
March 17, 2006 to accept new position as Receiver of the California Prison Medical System."
Which means Robert Sillen is not a defendant in my suit regarding the events of May 17, 2006.
Whoever replaced him is. I have an unverified name of Robin Roche as interim director.
If I recall correctly, Kim Roberts wasn’t appointed until after May of 2007. So I thought Robert
Sillen would have still have been the Valley Med CEO (as listed in the Grand Jury Reports).
Anyway I still have some questions regarding his oversight (or possibly the lack of it) of EPS
after his Grand Jury interviews and his response to the problem that the Grand Jury told him
of (and everyone else in his line of supervision) about in 2003:

"..a problem of discharging patients to appropriate levels of care."
A problem that thrives upon its neglect. Especially by the regulatory bodies charged with
preventing it. And allowed to quintuple over as many years from 2002 to 2007. Resulting in
mental hospitals packed with misdiagnosed LPS malpractice victims: a class in which I'm a
member and whose interest I need to continue to protect.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The rest I don't have time to explicate here. Anyway "I'm moving.." More to follow.

